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Economy 

Exports fetch USD 3.13 bn in April 

▪ Earnings from merchandise exports surged as much as six times year-on-year to USD 3.13 bn in April thanks to a rebound in 

apparel shipment buoyed by the reopening of the economies in the US and Europe.    

▪ Export receipts rose abnormally in April compared to the level in the same month last year, when overseas sales stood at a 

meagre USD 0.52 bn, the lowest in the history of Bangladesh, as a strict lockdown and the closure of factories in Bangladesh 

due to Covid-19 battered the economy. 

From: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/exports-fetch-313b-april-2087361 

Remittances past USD 20 bn in 10 months 

▪ Remittance inflow surpassed the USD 20-bn mark in the first 10 months of this fiscal year riding on the relentless efforts of 

migrant workers to send their hard-earned money home through banking channels. 

▪ Between July and April, the Bangladeshi diaspora sent USD 20.66 bn, up 39% year-on-year, according to data from the central 

bank. 

From: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/remittances-past-20b-10-months-2087357 

Surplus liquidity continues to fall despite slow credit demand 

▪ Surplus liquidity in the banking sector, which began to decline from January earlier this year, continued its dip in March 

despite slow credit demand. 

▪ At the end of March, excess liquidity in the country’s banking sector stood at BDT 1,984.0 bn, down from BDT 2,000.0 bn a 

month ago. 

From: https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/banks/2021/05/02/surplus-liquidity-continues-to-fall-despite-credit-demand 

Business confidence drops as pandemic intensifies: Survey 

▪ Business confidence in Bangladesh plunged to 41.39 points for the April to June quarter, the lowest level in a year, as an 

alarming surge in coronavirus infections has deepened uncertainty and threatened the economic recovery, according to a 

new survey. 

▪ It showed that business confidence declined sharply to 41.39 points on a scale of 100 for the April-June quarter, from 57.90 

in the last quarter. This was the first time the reading has fallen below 50 since the think-tank began following the business 

confidence a year ago. 

From: https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/business-confidence-drops-as-pandemic-intensifies-survey-1619978245 

Survey: 69% businesses received no stimulus funds 

▪ About 69% businesses did not get funds from the stimulus package announced by the government to tackle the effects of 

Covid-19, while 9% do not even know of the packages, according to a recent survey. 

▪ The South Asian Network on Economic Modeling (SANEM), in collaboration with The Asia Foundation, found the results in 

the fourth round of a nationwide firm-level survey with 500 business entities from April 6 to 18. 

From: https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2021/05/02/survey-69-businesses-received-no-stimulus-funds 

Chinese Vaccine: 0.5 mn doses may arrive on May 10 

▪ Bangladesh will receive over five hundred thousand doses of China's Sinopharm vaccine on May 10 if everything goes as 

planned. Officials are making preparations to receive the shots that will be used as the first jab. 

▪ The government may send a special plane to bring the doses from Beijing, officials said. 

From: https://www.thedailystar.net/frontpage/news/chinese-vaccine-5-lakh-doses-may-arrive-may-10-2087201 
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Bangladesh Bank allows e-com businesses to remit abroad USD 10,000 annually 

▪ The Bangladesh Bank on Sunday allowed members of the e-Commerce Association of Bangladesh to remit abroad USD 

10,000 a year each to meet their legitimate current expenses. 

▪ The BB allowed the banks to issue refillable international credit or prepaid cards favouring a nominated official of an eligible 

firm with USD 2,000 or equivalent. 

From: https://www.newagebd.net/article/136916/bangladesh-bank-allows-e-com-businesses-to-remit-abroad-10000-annually 

Stock Market 

Stock turnover hits 3-month high 

▪ Investors are pouring money into stocks pinning hopes on the higher profit declarations by the listed companies for the latest 

quarter. As a result, index and turnover both are rising. 

▪ Turnover at the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) crossed BDT 14.0 bn yesterday for the first time in the last three months. 

From: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/stock-turnover-hits-3-month-high-2087345 

Nialco stock subscriptions May 16-20 

▪ Stock subscriptions for the country's first-ever small and medium enterprise (SME) to enter the stock market would run 

between May 16 and 20. 

▪ The shares will be traded at the SME platform of the bourses where general investors are not permitted to trade. 

From: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/nialco-stock-subscriptions-may-16-20-2087341 

Telecommunication 

Mobile internet users rise 3m in a month: BTRC 

▪ The country's mobile internet users increased three mn in a month, according to Bangladesh Telecommunication and 

Regulatory Commission (BTRC) data. 

▪ According to BTRC, the total number of internet users in the country was 116.14 mn in March which was 112.71 mn in 

February, suggesting that the number of broadband internet users increased significantly too. 

From: https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/mobile-internet-users-rise-3m-in-a-month-btrc-1619978764 

Corporate 

Beximco profits BDT 77 from each vaccine dose 

▪ Beximco Pharmaceuticals has bagged a net profit worth BDT 383.70 mn through delivery of 5.0 mn Covid-19 vaccines 

imported from India during January-March (Q3), according to a disclosure. 

▪ The company has also informed that increased in EPS predominantly from the organic growth of business and hence the 

profit, part of this attributable to the income from Vaccine distribution and increased cash incentive from export. 

From: https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/beximco-profits-tk-77-each-vaccine-dose-2087353 

Olympic finds a silver lining in pandemic 

▪ The demand for the branded biscuits and confectionery products has taken the shape in alternate ways as people are avoiding 

eating out in hotels and restaurants in fear of infection during the pandemic. 

▪ In the July-March period of the ongoing 2020-2021 fiscal year, the revenue and the net profit of Olympic, the market leader, 

increased by 15% and 3%, respectively, compared to the same time of the previous fiscal year. 

From: https://www.tbsnews.net/economy/stock/olympic-finds-silver-lining-pandemic-240481 
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DISCLAIMER: 

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the “Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the 

specific written permission of Shanta Securities Limited. 

 

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities 

Limited makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied, nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or 

indirect, or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in the Publication. It is not the intention of 

the publication to be used or deemed as recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future. 


